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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Project Description

The East-West High Capacity Transit Corridor Plan (“East-West HCT
Corridor”) is part of the LinkUS Mobility initiative, Central Ohio’s
transformational and comprehensive prosperity and mobility
initiative. The LinkUS Mobility initiative is a continuation of COTA’s
NextGen Plan and Central Ohio’s insight2050 Report and Corridor
Concepts vision to thoughtfully prepare our region as it grows from 2
million to 3 million people by 2050.
LinkUS will provide equitable mobility options for residents and
visitors, ensure access to jobs and affordable housing, promote
economic growth and improve sustainability. The innovative
approach will include high capacity and advanced rapid transit,
bikeways, green space, roadways, pedestrian improvements, and
development along key regional corridors throughout Central Ohio.

Southeast

LinkUS seeks to provide a complete mobility system along six key Figure 1. LinkUS Corridor Projects
regional corridors. The Northwest Corridor is currently underway and through the first phase of implementation
analysis. This study seeks to advance the East-West HCT Corridor, the second corridor underway. LinkUS corridor
identifies the following corridors for future initiatives - the North Corridor, Northeast Corridor, Southeast
Corridor, and Airport-Easton Corridor (Figure 1). In 2018, the Central Ohio Transit Authority (COTA) made
improvements to the Northeast Corridor by implementing its first Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) service along Cleveland
Avenue - the CMAX. Future improvements will build off the CMAX’s and Northeast Corridor progress.
COTA is the lead local agency and is partnering in the East-West HCT Corridor with the cities of Columbus,
Bexley, Whitehall and Reynoldsburg; Prairie, Franklin and Jefferson Townships; Franklin County; and Mid-Ohio
Regional Planning Commission (MORPC) (Figure 2). This collaboration strives to implement affordable housing,
transportation and development policies that support inward, focused growth that spurs job growth and a
high quality of life. The corridor is defined by a ½-mile buffer around the proposed East-West HCT Corridor.
This ½-mile buffer is reflective of the East-West HCT Corridor’s walkshed, or area reachable on foot for the
average person from each of the alignment (Figure 3).The selection of mode, the preferred alignment, and
termini for the East-West HCT Corridor will ultimately lead to the adoption of a community-supported Locally
Preferred Alternative (LPA) that is optimized for implementation.
The East-West HCT Corridor study area spans:
u West Broad Street from Galloway Road to Downtown Columbus;
u The Downtown Columbus area and Central Business District; and
u East Broad Street/East Main Street from Downtown Columbus to the Franklin-Licking County
boundary.
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Figure 2. East-West HCT Corridor Study Area
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Figure 3. East-West HCT Corridor Context

1.2

Purpose Summary

The purpose of the East-West HCT Corridor Plan is to provide the implementation framework for a transit and
mobility enhancement strategy that will serve as one critical part of a comprehensive regional mobility system
(known as LinkUS) designed to improve connectivity within and beyond the corridor; to support and catalyze
appropriate types of new equitable development and redevelopment projects; and to improve access to and
opportunities for housing, goods and services, and employment; especially for historically disadvantaged
communities in and around the corridor.
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1.3

Summary of Needs

Below are the five needs identified for the East-West HCT Corridor Plan (Figure 4).
Figure 4. Summary of Needs

Provide high capacity transit that carries more people with
greater reliability, more frequent service, and fewer stops,
resulting in shorter travel times.

Develop an implementable transit system plan that connects and
integrates existing transit and high capacity transit corridors.

Provide increased transit options for Central Ohio residents who
do not use auto transportation and encourage increased use of
transit to further regional sustainability needs.

Improve traditionally underserved communities’ access to
employment opportunities and core services to address
disparities in quality of life across the different corridor
communities.

In order to sustainably accomodate expected growth, transit in
the corridor needs to spur focused and compact infill and
redevelopment along the corridor for sustainable growth.
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2.

PURPOSE AND NEED FRAMEWORK

2.1

Project Need #1:

Provide high capacity transit that carries more people with greater reliability, more frequent service, and
fewer stops, resulting in shorter travel times. Through the NextGen visioning process, COTA established a goal
of implementing one high capacity transit line by 2025 and three additional high capacity transit lines by 2040.
The East-West HCT Corridor includes three of the 14 corridors identified by NextGen as potential HCT: West
Broad, East Broad, and East Main. Between 2018 and 2040, the East-West HCT Corridor is predicated to grow
by 56 percent from approximately 142,000 people to 221,000 people by 2040. HCT will be necessary to
facilitate denser development and increased travel demand as a result of the Corridor’s population growth1.
Therefore, the inSight2050 Corridor Concepts Study also identified West Broad Street and East Main Street as
potential HCT corridors. Today, these corridors are served by frequent buses with headways at least every 15
minutes within the outer belt and every 30 minutes towards Reynoldsburg2. Those who use public transit and
live in the East-West HCT Corridor have short commute times with a majority of trips less than 24 minutes. In
2019, the existing routes that make up the East-West HCT Corridor, Route 2 and Route 10, had an on-time
performance of 72 percent and 76 percent, respectively3. Approximately 25 percent of the time, users of these
routes are not able to rely on consistent service to get to their destination as planned.

2.1.1

Projected Population Growth

2.1.1.1

Population

In 2018, the Central Ohio region population was approximately 2 million people, and it is expected to grow by
approximately 24 percent to nearly 2.5 million people by 2040 (Table 1). Franklin County is expected to absorb
approximately half of those new residents. The City of Columbus, the 14th largest city in the United States and
the capital city of Ohio, is expected to exceed 1 million residents by 2040, joining only a handful of U.S. cities
with a population of 1 million or more. The East-West HCT Corridor is projected to add 80,000 residents to its
population between 2018 and 2040. The East-West HCT Corridor is projected to grow slightly more than twice
the rate of the Central Ohio Region, Franklin County, and corridor municipalities.

1

https://linkuscolumbus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/LinkUS-Framework-Strategy_200629.pdf
https://www.cota.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/COTA-zmap-sep-2019.pdf
3A bus that departs one (1) second before the scheduled time is considered “early.” A bus that departs five (5) minutes after
the scheduled time is considered “late.” COTA Schedule Adherence by Route (Sept. 2019- January 5, 2020).
2
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Table 1. Population by Geographic Area

Geographic Area

Population
(2018)

% Change
(2018-2040)

2,000,000

Population
Projection
(2040)
2,480,000

Central Ohio Region
Franklin County

1,300,000

1,640,000

26%

Corridor Municipalities

1,130,000

1,420,000

26%

222,000

56%

East-West HCT Corridor
142,000
( ½ mile buffer)
Sources: 2020 Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MORPC)

2.1.1.2

24%

Population Density

Population density is one of the key factors that drive the potential load on the transportation system.
Typically, areas of high density can support public transportation, reducing the stress on a roadway system
from vehicular traffic. However, where density is high and transit is not available or is insufficient, the road
network can be quickly overwhelmed.
As of 2018, the Central Ohio Region has a population density of 550 persons per square mile (Table 2). Franklin
County’s population makes up 65 percent of the Central Ohio region’s population and has a population density
of 2,400 people per square mile. Franklin County is made up of 16 cities and 17 townships, of which four cities
and three townships form the Corridor Municipalities that are in the planned East-West HCT Corridor.
Together these municipalities have a slightly lower population density than Franklin County, but most of the
density is concentrated in the City of Columbus. The East-West HCT Corridor has the highest population
density compared to the region, county, and corridor municipalities at 4,440 people per square mile. The EastWest HCT Corridor density is expected to grow by approximately 2,500 people per square mile by 2040 which
is ten times greater than the projected population density in the Central Ohio Region and two times greater
than the corridor municipalities.
Table 2. Population Density by Geographic Area

Geographic area

Central Ohio Region

2018 Population Density
(sq. mi)

2040 Projected Population
Density
(sq. mi)

550

690

Franklin County

2,400

Corridor Municipalities

2,240

East-West HCT Corridor
4,440
( ½ mile buffer)
Source: 2020 Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MORPC)
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%
Change
(20182040)
24%

3,010

26%

2,820

21%

6,900

56%
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The East-West HCT Corridor is most dense in the Downtown Columbus area in the Central area of the corridor,
and has higher population density along East Main Street from the Downtown to Reynoldsburg (Figure 5). The
largest projected population growth between 2018 and 2040 is concentrated in the Downtown Columbus area,
portions of Franklin Township, and Transportation Analysis Zones (TAZs) located south of East Main in and
around Reynoldsburg (Figure 6).
Figure 5. East-West HCT Corridor Population Density
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Figure 6. East-West HCT Corridor Projected Change in Population (2018-2040)

2.1.2

High Capacity Transit Attracts New Development and Focuses Growth

COTA’s NextGen identifies a need for developing a network of HCT corridors. The Central Ohio region is
projected to grow to 2.4 million people by 2040, thus generating a need to support increased travel demand.
Increasing density is the most cost-effective and sustainable way to accommodate growth, and HCT plays a key
role in attracting and moving people who live in densely developed areas. HCT mode options identified by
COTA’s NextGen Plan and MORPC’s insight2050 Corridor Concepts Study include: Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), Light
Rail Transit (LRT), Streetcar and Commuter Rail. Each of these HCT options present opportunities to improve
mobility within the region. NextGen identifies three key milestones for HCT in Central Ohio (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. NextGen Goals for HCT

By 2025

By 2040

•Implement one high
capacity transit line.

2.1.3

•Implement three
additional high
capacity transit lines.

By 2050 and
Beyond
•Implement seven
additional high
capacity transit lines.

East-West HCT Corridor Context

Two of COTA’s 42 bus routes currently provide service along the proposed East-West HCT Corridor. Route 10
and the southeastern portion of Route 2 set the framework for the East-West HCT Corridor (Figure 8). Route
10 provides frequent service along Broad Street within the East-West HCT corridor. In 2019, Route 10 carried
approximately 6,900 weekday riders, the second highest number of fixed route riders in the system. Route 2
serves the East Main portion of the East-West HCT corridor from Downtown Columbus to into Reynoldsburg
and continues north beyond the Corridor providing service along High Street. Route 2 is COTA’s highest
ridership fixed route and in 2019 Route 2 had approximately 8,100 weekday riders which includes the entire
alignment which extends north of the corridor to The Ohio State University. As a result of the COVID-19
pandemic, COTA’s bus ridership has declined systemwide; however, ridership on these two routes has
continued to reach its social distancing capacities. COTA’s ridership on these routes, despite the impact of
COVID-19, is a testament to the importance of providing reliable service to those in the East-West HCT
Corridor.
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Figure 8. Existing Transit Network

Forty-two percent of public transit users had a commute time greater than 45 minutes in the Central Ohio
Region and Franklin County (Figure 9). Those who live in the Corridor Municipalities and the East-West HCT
Corridor have shorter commute times with a majority of trips less than 24 minutes. Only eight percent of
people who live in the East-West HCT Corridor and use public transit have a commute time greater than 45
minutes. In general, those who live and commute in the East-West HCT Corridor have short commute times
which is reflective of shorter trips made to and from corridor trip generators.
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Figure 9. Public Transit Commute Time by Geographic Area (2018)

Public Transit Commute Times by Geographic Area
Central Ohio Region
Franklin County
Corridor Communities
East-West HCT Corridor
0%

10%

Less than 15 minutes

20%

30%

15-24 minutes

40%

50%

60%

25-34 minutes

70%

35 to 44 minutes

80%

90%

100%

45 or more

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, ACS (2014-2018)

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, in 2018, East-West HCT Corridor residents were more likely to commute
by transit and other modes (e.g. walk, bicycle, motorcycle) (Figure 10) than residents in geographic comparison
areas of Corridor Municipalities, Franklin County, and the Central Ohio Region. Across the geographic region of
analysis, driving alone in an automobile was the largest method of travel (between 77 percent and 82 percent).
East-West HCT Corridor residents were less likely to commute in a single-occupancy vehicle than residents in
the geographic comparison areas.
Figure 10. Most Common Method of Travel by Commuters by Geographic Area (2018)

Method of Travel by Geographic Area
East-West HCT Corridor

Corridor Municipalities

Franklin County

Public Transportation

Other Mode

Central Ohio Region

10%
9%

Perent Share

8%
7%
6%
5%
4%
3%
2%
1%
0%
Carpooled

Worked at home

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, ACS (2014-2018)
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2.2

Project Need #2:

Develop an implementable transit system plan that connects and integrates existing transit and high
capacity transit corridors. Several key transit services converge in Downtown Columbus - eight of COTA’s
frequent bus lines (including CMAX and CBUS Downtown Circulator) as well as the planned LinkUS Northwest
HCT Corridor. Providing easily understandable and convenient connections between these services and the
East-West HCT Corridor is crucial to not only the Corridor’s success, but the transit system as a whole.
Additionally, both funding and community support by those in the East-West HCT Corridor and in the
surrounding Corridor Municipalities is needed to result in an implementable vision for the corridor.

2.2.1

Connection and Integration to Existing and Planned Transit

COTA is the regional transit provider for greater Columbus and Central Ohio and operates in a service area of
562 square miles. As outlined in Table 3, COTA provides fixed route bus service, BRT, demand response and
two specialized bus services for the Airport and Downtown area. In 2019, COTA provided about 19.1 million
bus rides across 42 routes and nearly 306,000 COTA Mainstream demand response service rides4.
COTA has three primary service types for its bus service: standard which operates throughout the day with
departure times typically 15- 30 minutes apart, frequent service which operates throughout the day with
departure times every 15 minutes or better, and rush hour service which operates Monday through Friday
during peak periods in the morning and evening5. In 2017, COTA completed its Transit System Redesign (TSR)
which doubled (i.e., from 6 to 12) the number of bus routes that operate with 15-minute or better frequency
and increased weekend service. The TSR reoriented the bus network into more of a “grid” which increases
opportunities for transferring between routes and also prevented some trips from having to travel through
downtown Columbus.
COTA adjusts its service three times a year: January, May, and September to meet increasing demand and
ongoing real estate development and infrastructure improvements in Central Ohio. Two rounds of public
meetings are held before every change to ensure customers have ample opportunity to comment and adapt to
these changes. The first round of public comment meetings is held three to four months before a service
change takes place to inform the public of what changes are being considered and gather their input. The
second round of public information meetings is held one month before a service change takes place to educate
the community on what changes will be made on the first Monday of the following month.

4

COTA 2019 Annual Report https://www.cota.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/COTA-annual-report-2019.pdf

5

COTA Route Map https://www.cota.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/COTA-zmap-sep-2019.pdf
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Table 3. Summary of COTA's Existing Service6
COTA Service
Type of Service

6

Span of Services

Routes 1-79:
Lines 1-19: Downtown
Lines 21-29: Crosstown
Lines 31-39: Crosstown
Lines 41-49: serve Northeast Columbus
Lines 51-59: serve Southeast Columbus
Lines 61-69: serve Southwest Columbus
Lines 71-79: serve Northwest Columbus
CMAX

Fixed Route Service:
Standard Service,
Frequent Service,

East-West HCT Corridor Routes (weekday):
· Route 2: 4:42 AM – 12:45 AM
· Route 10: 4:25 AM – 12:40 AM

Rush Hour Service
(Lines 41 – 79)

East-West HCT Corridor Routes (weekend):
· Route 2: 4:38 AM – 12:50 AM
· Route 10: 4:42 AM – 12:44 AM

Bus Rapid Transit
Frequent Service

Monday-Friday (5:00 AM -12:50 AM)
Saturday (5:41 AM – 12:49 AM)
Sunday (5:29 AM- 10:48 PM)

NightOWL

Late Night Fixed
Route Service

Thursday-Saturday (8:15 PM – 4:24 AM)

AirConnect

Downtown to and
From Airport

Monday-Sunday (6:00 AM-9:00 PM)

CBUS Circulator

Downtown Circulator

Mainstream & Mainstream On-Demand

Demand Response

COTA Plus Microtransit

Demand Response

Monday- Thursday (7:10 AM-10:00 PM)
Friday (7:00 AM- 12:00 AM)
Saturday (9:00 AM-12:00 AM)
Sunday (10:30 AM- 6:00 PM)
ADA Service operates on same service as fixed route
bus service.
Monday-Friday (5:30 AM- 10:00 PM)
Saturday-Sunday (7:30 AM -7:30 PM)
Monday-Friday (5:30 AM -8:00 PM)

Source: COTA September – January Bus Schedules via cota.com
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COTA’s CBUS is the city’s free Downtown Circulator which travels from the
Brewery District through Downtown to the Short North and back again
(Figure 11). The service primarily runs North/South along High Street and
is within walking distances to several area hotels. Prior to COVID-19
related service changes, in 2019, the CBUS ran every 10-15 minutes, 7
days a week. Service is extended to midnight when the NHL Columbus
Blue Jackets have home games at the Nationwide Arena. Travelers making
connections to and from the East-West HCT Corridor, future Northwest
Corridor and existing COTA service can utilize the CBUS to access
Downtown Columbus services and businesses.

Figure 11. CBUS Map

In January 2018, COTA launched CMAX,
the city’s first BRT line. CMAX is 16
percent faster than standard bus lines
and has dedicated lanes on High Street
during rush hour7. In 2019, there were
approximately 4,200 weekday riders and
1,236,000
annual
CMAX
rides.
Comparatively, the Route 2 and Route 10
had approximately 2 million riders each.
The 15.6-mile BRT line stops at multiple
locations in Downtown Columbus, including the Ohio Statehouse, and at
Columbus State Community College, Linden Transit Center, Northern Lights
Park & Ride, Northland Transit Center, Mount Carmel St. Ann’s, and Ohio
Health Westerville. The East-West HCT Corridor should help facilitiate
connections between the CMAX and new HCT routes. The East-West HCT
Corridor could potentially share CMAX stops or new, modified stops.
The East-West HCT Corridor offers an opportunity to expand existing connections and allows passengers to
make improved connections between the various existing COTA services and future HCT corridors, such as the
Northwest Corridor. The Northwest Corridor will link major institutional and employment centers including
The Ohio State University, the Ohio Health hospital campus, Grandview Yard, Downtown Columbus, and
potentially the Arena District. The East-West HCT Corridor will need to converge with the Northwest Corridor.
Planning for the East-West HCT Corridor will need to consider planning efforts that are occurring concurrently
for the Northwest Corridor to ensure that future riders can make connections between the corridors.

2.2.2

Implementable Vision

Both community support and funding are needed to result in an implementable vision for the corridor. By
engaging the public, agencies, and project stakeholders on a regular basis, the East-West HCT Corridor team
7

COTA 2018 Annual Report https://www.cota.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/COTA-annual-report-2018.pdf
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will be able to develop an LPA that will serve the community and will garner public support. The East-West HCT
Corridor is planning to seek funding through the Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA) Capital Investment
Grant (CIG) program, a competitive grant program, as a New Starts or Small Starts Project. The FTA evaluates
projects against criteria set for in the federal statute (Figure 12). It is important that the LPA will qualify for
federal funding prior to entering the FTA’s CIG program.
Figure 12. FTA New Starts and Small Starts Project Justification Criteria

Mobility
Improvements

Environmental
Benefits

Congestion
Relief

Economic
Development
Effects

Land Use

CostEffectiveness

Source: FTA Final Interim Policy Guidance, 2016

2.3

Project Need #3:

Provide increased transit options for Central Ohio residents who do not use auto transportation and
encourage increased use of transit to further regional sustainability needs. Thirteen percent of households in
the East-West HCT Corridor do not have access to an automobile which is more than 50 percent higher than
Franklin County. Implementing high capacity transit with connections to bike and pedestrian routes would help
meet the needs of those who are prevented from driving or who would prefer not to drive, encourage mode
shift, and would better enable the region to reach its sustainability goals summarized in the Regional
Sustainability Agenda8.

2.3.1

Regional Plans Support Transit and Reducing VMT

MORPC’s insight2050’s scenario analysis details two regional scenarios, Current Trajectory and Focused
Corridor Concept, which examine growth options along all LinkUS corridors. The Current Trajectory scenario
represents how the region could growth without the implementation of HCT in the five study corridors. Under
this scenario, automobile usage makes up 85 percent of the mode share. The Focused Corridor Concept
assumes the five corridors are served by HCT. Under this scenario, by 2050 VMT will be reduced by 16 percent
and transit commute mode share more than doubles.9.
MORPC’s Columbus Area Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) for 2020-2050 outlines goals for sustainability,
community health and development, and economic prosperity10. The MTP promotes Complete Streets which

8

Regional Sustainability Agenda (2017-2020 https://www.morpc.org/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2019/08/MORPC_SA_Brochure_PRINT.pdf
9
10

Focused Corridor Concept includes all planned corridors inclusive of East-West HCT Corridor.
2020-2050 Metropolitan Transportation Plan (2020) https://www.morpc.org/mtp2050/
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accommodate all users including motorists, cyclists, pedestrians, and transit users. MORPC’s Complete Streets
Policy builds on this MTP principle and outlines specific goals for ensuring the safety, ease of use, and ease of
transfer between modes of all users of the transportation system11. The MTP has two specific objectives for
reducing VMT and reducing single auto commutes (Table 4).
Table 4. MTP Objectives for Reducing VMT and Single Auto Commutes

MTP Objectives

2020 MTP Benchmark

2025 Target

2050 Target

Reducing vehicle miles
traveled per person for any
trip purpose will reduce per
capita fuel and energy
consumption.

9,300 VMT per capita

8,800 VMT per capita

6,500 VMT per capita

(5% reduction)

(30% reduction)

Reducing single occupancy
auto commutes and
increasing commuters using
alternative transportation
modes will reduce per capita
fuel and energy consumption.

82% of commuters drive
alone

80% of commuters
drive alone

75% of commuters
drive alone

6% of commuters ride
transit, bicycle, or walk

7% of commuters ride
transit, bicycle, or walk

10% of commuters ride
transit, bicycle, or walk

COTA’s NextGen includes a goal for leading the community in a visioning exercise to determine what Central
Ohio’s public transportation system needs to accomplish to ensure current and future residents have access to
jobs, housing, education and services. HCT is identified as playing a key role in attracting and moving people who
live in densely developed areas, many of whom may not own a car or would be willing to use transit. If NextGen
were implemented by 2050, more than 250,000 more people and jobs would be within a quarter-mile (fiveminute walk) from transit service. The NextGen vision calls for developing HCT and improving and expanding
transit service.
Connect Columbus is the City of Columbus’ multimodal thoroughfare plan and the Citywide Transportation
Policy Framework12. One of its goals is for future transportation investments to increase options for residents to
travel by various modes as best suits their needs, budgets, and preferences. The Plan found that over the past
decade, national trends in driving have trended downward. In Columbus, at the time of the report transit
ridership was increasing, which was on par with national trends suggesting that people are looking for
alternatives to driving. Additionally, younger generations both nationally and in Columbus are driving less and
waiting longer to get a license and show a preference for public transportation, walking, and bicycling.

11
12

MORPC Complete Streets (2010) https://www.morpc.org/tool-resource/complete-streets/
Connect Columbus (2019) https://www.columbus.gov/publicservice/Connect-Columbus/
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In addition to its multimodal plan, the City of Columbus competed for and won the 2015 U.S. Department of
Transportation Smart City Challenge. The Challenge asked mid-sized cities across America to develop ideas for an
integrated, first-of-its-kind smart transportation system that would use data, applications, and technology
to help people and goods move more quickly, cheaply, and efficiently. Through the Smart Columbus initiative,
the City of Columbus developed an operating system to collect and share data at a large scale; implemented
charging stations and a consumer electric vehicle adoption program; used innovative mobility solutions including
self-driving shuttles to connect residents to prenatal care, jobs, and community resources; installed Smart
Mobility Hubs at six different locations; launched the C-Pass program to provide downtown Columbus
employees with free bus passes; and introduced several new mobility service providers13. The Smart Columbus
projects demonstrate the City’s commitment to reducing single occupant vehicle commutes and decreasing
dependence on personal vehicle ownership.

2.3.2

High Capacity Transit Increases Access to Transportation and Supports Mode Shift

It is important to ensure that the specific needs of transit-dependent populations are taken into consideration
when developing and evaluating transit investment strategies. These households rely on transit as a means to
access employment, education, medical care, goods and services, and recreational opportunities; maximizing
project benefits to these populations while minimizing adverse impacts is important to overall project success.

2.3.2.1

Zero-Vehicle Households

Zero-vehicle households indicate a strong market for transit as these households are considered to be transitdependent. In the East-West HCT Corridor 13 percent of households do not own a vehicle, which is a higher
percentage compared to the surrounding municipalities and region (Figure 13). Higher percentages of zerovehicle households are concentrated in Franklinton, Downtown Columbus, and the King-Lincoln Bronzeville,
South of Main, Broadleigh, and Eastmoor neighborhoods to the east of downtown (Figure 14).
Figure 13. Zero-Vehicle Households by Geographic Area

Percent of Population

Zero-Car Households by Geographic Area
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

Central Ohio Region

Franklin County
Corridor Municipalities
Geographic Area

East-West Corridor

Source: U.S. Census Bureau -American Community Survey 2014-2018

13

Smart Columbus https://smart.columbus.gov/
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Figure 14. East-West HCT Corridor Zero-Vehicle Households

2.3.2.2

Bicycle and Pedestrian Connections

Implementing high capacity transit with connections to bike and pedestrian routes would help meet the needs
of those who are prevented from driving or who would prefer not to drive. One network of such routes is the
Central Ohio Greenways (COG): a trail network spanning over 180 miles and connecting Central Ohio to other
parts of the state14. The primary bike trails located within a half mile of the East-West HCT Corridor include the
Downtown Connector, Big Walnut Trail, Alum Creek Trail, Blacklick Creek Trail, Olentangy Trail, Scioto Trail,
and Camp Chase Trail (Figure 15).

14

COG Trail Map http://centralohiogreenways.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/COG_MAP5_nobleed.pdf
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Figure 15. Central Ohio Greenways

The East-West HCT Corridor’s existing bicycle and pedestrian network is depicted in Figure 16 with the west
area from Galloway Road to I-70, the central area from I-70 to James Road, and the east area from James Road
to the Franklin-Licking County border shown individually. The west and central areas have a number of
dedicated on-street bicycle facilities, while the east area does not have any. There are many more distinct
municipalities to coordinate amongst in the east area, which poses a challenge to bicycle facility development.
In addition, the west and central areas have extensive trails that run perpendicular to the corridor, while the
east area does not. Columbus’ public bike share system, CoGo, has more than 80 stations and over 600 bicycles
(electric and non-electric), primarily focused in and around Downtown Columbus.
Neighborhoods that lack safe sidewalks make it difficult to walk to and from transit. In the City of Columbus, an
estimated 50 to 60 percent of the City does not contain curbs and/or sidewalks. Some of these sidewalk gaps
fall within the East-West HCT Corridor. Sidewalks are less common farther away from Downtown Columbus
where the corridor extends into more car-dependent areas. Columbus is planning a sidewalk and shared use
path along East Broad Street from the east side of the I-270 interchange to the intersection of East Broad
Street and Reynoldsburg-New Albany Road (estimated completion 2024).
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Figure 16. East-West HCT Corridor Bicycle and Pedestrian Network
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2.3.3

High Capacity Transit Advances Sustainability Goals

HCT supports the region’s sustainability goals by lowering vehicle miles traveled (VMT), reducing greenhouse
gas emissions, and improving air quality as auto dependency is reduced. MORPC’s Regional Sustainability
Agenda (2017-2020) provides the framework for member communities and regional partners to work toward
common goals. The Regional Sustainability Agenda identifies five sustainability goals:
1. Reduce per capita energy consumption and promote alternative fuel resources to increase
affordability and resilience of regional energy supplies.
2. Protect natural resources and mitigate infrastructure vulnerabilities to maintain a healthy ecosystem
and community.
3. Position Central Ohio to attract and retain economic opportunities to prosper as a region and compete
globally through sustainable practices and solutions.
4. Create sustainable neighborhoods to improve residents’ quality of life.
5. Increase regional collaboration and educational opportunities to advance innovative sustainability
solutions.

2.4

Project Need #4

Improve traditionally underserved communities’ access to employment opportunities and core services to
address disparities in quality of life across the different corridor communities. Columbus’ neighborhoods
along West Broad Street on the west side of Downtown and near I-71 and I-670 on the east side of Downtown
have experienced long-standing disinvestment and have significantly less access to opportunities than other
neighborhoods along the East-West HCT Corridor15. Increasing the proportion of residents in underserved
communities with access to jobs and major employment generators, schools, health care facilities,
supermarkets, parks, libraries, and community centers, and other community resources is a key intended
outcome of the East-West HCT Corridor Plan.

2.4.1

Minority Populations and Populations Below the Federal Poverty Level

Identifying the demographics of a community and study corridor are important in transit planning to
understand the potential transit markets that exist in an area. Additionally, the FTA CIG program requires that
project sponsors demonstrate to what extent certain populations will be served by new transit. The following
subsections provide an overview of traditionally underserved communities within the East-West HCT Corridor
and the ½ mile surrounding study area around the corridor. Comparisons are made between the Corridor,
surrounding corridor municipalities, Franklin County and the Central Ohio Region.
The East-West HCT Corridor is a diverse corridor with 45 percent of the population identifying as persons of
color (Table 5). Within the East-West HCT Corridor, minority populations are concentrated in Franklin
Township south of West Broad Street, in Columbus’ Near East neighborhoods, and in the Broadleigh,
Eastmoor, and Livingston – McNaughten neighborhoods of Columbus. (Figure 17). The surrounding Corridor
Municipalities have 41 percent minority populations, however each of the municipalities have very different

15

https://arcg.is/1L8CiW
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racial makeups. Notably, the City of Whitehall is 61 percent minority while neighboring City of Bexley is more
than 85 percent white non-Hispanic.
Table 5. Minority Populations and Population Below Federal Poverty Level by Geographic Area

Geographic Area

Minority Population

Percent of
Population
in Poverty

Percent
Minority

14%
16%

Black or
African
American
(Alone)

Asian
(Alone)

Hispanic
or Latino
(any race)

Other*

28%

16%

4%

4%

3%

36%

22%

5%

5%

4%

Corridor
41%
20%
Municipalities
East-West HCT
Corridor
45%
21%
(½ mile buffer)
*Includes other races and two or more races
Source: U.S Census Bureau, ACS 2014-2018

26%

5%

7%

4%

30%

2%

8%

5%

Central Ohio Region
Franklin County

Figure 17. East-West HCT Corridor Minority Populations
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Transit dependency is related to many factors, including level of income. Income is a key determinant in the
type of transportation used to commute. People with lower incomes are often more likely to be in need of
public transportation options than people with higher incomes who can afford private transportation. As
shown in Table 5 above, 21 percent of the population along the East-West HCT Corridor is below the poverty
level. The municipalities that surround the corridor have comparable percentages of persons in poverty to the
East-West HCT Corridor.
In the East-West HCT Corridor, people living below the poverty level are relatively dispersed across the
corridor (Error! Reference source not found.). The highest concentration is in the South of Main neighborhood
just west of Bexley, followed by Franklin Township south of West Broad Street, the Hilltop and Franklinton,
Columbus’ Near East neighborhoods, and Eastmoor. HCT will provide key transportation options to those who
need to access essential services such as employment, housing, healthcare, education, and food.
Figure 18. Corridor Populations in Poverty

2.4.1.1

Access to Opportunity

Implementing HCT will also improve transportation opportunity. The Ohio Housing Finance Agency (OHFA)
2020-2021 Opportunity Index calculates a composite score for each Census Tract in Ohio based on:
u

Transportation Opportunity: public transit access, average commute time, automotive access;
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u

Educational Opportunity: educational attainment, school performance, closing gaps to access;

u

Employment Opportunity: entry level job access by educational attainment, certified childcare
center access, unemployment rate;

u

Housing Opportunity: housing cost burden, average net worth, existing affordable housing
concentration; and

u

Health Opportunity: life expectancy, family poverty rate, segregation index.

According to the Opportunity Index, there are disparities in level of opportunity among different areas of the
region, including along the corridor. Areas with the lowest level of opportunity are concentrated in Franklin
Township, the west end of the Hilltop neighborhood, Franklinton, the South of Main neighborhood, Whitehall,
and Whitehall’s surrounding Columbus neighborhoods (Figure 19). By providing greater access to the
community resources discussed above, implementing HCT can help increase levels of educational,
employment, housing, and health opportunity as well.
Figure 19. Opportunity Index

Furthermore, many community resources (e.g., community centers, schools, hospitals, and parks) are located
in the East-West HCT corridor, particularly in the central area of the corridor (Figure 20). HCT will provide
greater access to these locations that provide essential goods and services and improve quality of life.
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Figure 20. Community Resources
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2.4.2

Employment

Employment is the second of two key factors that drive the potential load on the transportation system. The
trip to work is often the most frequent trip taken; therefore, employment characteristics are important factors
in the discussion of public transportation. In 2018, there were over 1 million jobs in the Central Ohio Region
(Table 6). Comparatively, Franklin County had 762,000 jobs which are primarily concentrated in the City of
Columbus. The East-West HCT Corridor had approximately 145,000 jobs while the surrounding Corridor
Municipalities had approximately 642,500 jobs total. By 2040, the number of jobs in the in the East-West HCT
corridor are projected to increase by 24 percent which is slightly higher than the growth for the Central Ohio
Region and the surrounding corridor municipalities .
Table 6. Jobs and Employment Density by Geographic Area (2018-2040)

Geographic Area

Total Employment
(2018)

Total Employment
(2040)

Percent Increase
(2018 -2040)

1,006,000

1,196,000

19%

Franklin County

762,000

915,000

20%

Corridor Municipalities

642,500

792,600

23%

180,000

24%

Central Ohio Region

East-West HCT Corridor
145,000
(½ mile buffer)
Source: 2020 Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MORPC)

In the East-West HCT Corridor, jobs are relatively dispersed; however, large employment centers in the
corridor contribute to the number of jobs in the area (Figure 21). Located in the central area of the corridor,
Downtown Columbus is a prime location for many employers and includes the Capitol Building and associated
offices, Nationwide Insurance, and educational institutions such as Columbus State Community College and
Franklin University. Many medical hospitals and associated physician offices are located in the central area of
the corridor, two of which are affiliated with The Ohio State University - Nationwide Children’s Hospital and
Ohio State East Hospital. Throughout the East-West HCT Corridor the OhioHealth Network has multiple
medical hospitals and offices such as the Grant Medical Center in Downtown, the Eastside Health Center along
East Main Street and the OhioHealth Doctor’s Hospital along West Broad Street. Other employers in the West
area of the corridor include the Hollywood Casino and the Ohio Department of Transportation and Public
Safety Departments. The East area of the corridor has a large number of jobs primarily due to locations of
businesses such as the John Glenn Columbus International Airport and surrounding amenities, the Defense
Supply Center Federal Plaza, and L Brands which owns a number of name brand fashion retail stores and is
headquartered at the end of the corridor.
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Figure 21. East-West HCT Corridor Employment Density

2.5

Project Need #5

In order to sustainably accommodate expected growth, transit in the corridor needs to spur focused and
compact infill and redevelopment along the corridor for sustainable growth. The insight2050 Corridor
Concepts study explored how outcomes of regional population growth would differ when occurring under the
region’s current trajectory, where most new development is located in auto-oriented patterns, versus when
growth is focused along key corridors with HCT, including the East-West HCT Corridor16. Benefits of focused
growth include less land consumption, lower local infrastructure and services costs, and higher local tax
revenues. Benefits of focused growth for communities include greater regional job access, lower VMT and thus
lower greenhouse gas emissions and savings on household auto and utility costs. The realization of these
benefits relies upon an HCT strategy for the East-West HCT Corridor which encourages the envisioned
compact, focused development. In addition, compact, focused development along the corridor will increase
the housing options available to existing and future residents. This development needs to ensure housing is
accessible for residents of all incomes.

2.5.1

Land Use and Development

The East-West HCT Corridor has a mix of land use development and is home to large commercial/office spaces
as highlighted in 2.4.2. (Figure 22). The Western area of the corridor along West Broad Street includes a mix of
industrial, commercial, and low-density residential. The Central area of the corridor covers the Downtown
16

http://www.morpc.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Corridor-Concepts-Scenario-Report-April-29-Final.pdf
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Columbus area, which has high-density residential housing, commercial/office space, and institutional
facilities. In the Eastern area of the corridor much of the land use consists of low density residential and
commercial/office space. Two plans specifically outline land use development in the corridor area and for the
City of Columbus.
The MORPC Corridor Concepts Study showed that the East Main corridor locates substantial amounts of
growth at major nodes along the corridor, with intensification on infill opportunity sites close to Downtown
and moderate density redevelopment of commercial areas. The West Broad Street corridor prioritizes growth
in higher density infill approaching Downtown, in Franklinton, and on the Scioto Peninsula. It also locates
development at moderate densities in large-scale mixed-use areas, including major growth at the former
Westland Mall site.
The Columbus Citywide Planning Policies (C2P2) serves as the basis for land use planning within the City of
Columbus and builds upon the vision laid out in insight2050. C2P2 encourages development patterns that
support various types of transportation, including a well-connected sidewalk network, bikeways, and multi-use
trail networks.17 Mixed-use and highest density residential development is encouraged within established
commercial centers and along primary corridors with access to transit. C2P2 also highlights a need for parking
that is balanced with the goals of reducing development’s impact on the natural environment, creating
walkable and bikeable neighborhoods and encouraging the use of transit.

17

Columbus Citywide Planning Policies https://www.columbus.gov/planning/C2P2/
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Figure 22. East-West HCT Corridor Land Use
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2.5.2

Equitable Corridor Development

MORPC Regional Housing Strategy: Together, MORPC, the City of Columbus, and other regional partners
developed a housing strategy for Central Ohio which outlines investment and policy recommendations to
support mixed-income neighborhoods and regional growth. The research uncovered five core regional housing
issues that guide the Strategy: 1) increased competition for homes, 2) barriers limiting access to homes, 3)
limited supply of homes priced for low-income households, 4) demand for more homes that serve a wider
range of ages, abilities and household sizes, and 5) housing instability among Central Ohioans18.
In the East-West HCT Corridor, the National Housing Preservation Database (NHPD) 19 shows that affordable
housing is spread throughout the corridor; however, there is a greater concentration of affordable housing
units the east of Downtown Columbus, in the far eastern area of Broad Street and to the west in Prairie
Township. Concentrations of affordable housing are also along East Main Street near I – 71 . In 2018-2020, a
number of new housing developments were planned or completed in the Downtown Columbus area and to
the area north of Downtown. Many of these new developments are located in the East-West HCT Corridor and
include housing with more than 500 new units20 (Figure 23).
Figure 23. East-West HCT Corridor Development

18

MORPC Regional Housing Strategy http://www.morpc.org/RHS/

19

The NHPD includes information on the following federal subsidy programs from the US Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) and US Department of Agriculture (USDA): HUD Project-Based Rental Assistance; Section 202 Direct Loans; HUD Insurance
Programs; State Housing Finance Agency Funded Section 236; Low Income Housing Tax Credits; HOME Rental Assistance; Section 515
Rural Rental Housing Loans; Section 514 Direct Loans; Rural Development Section 538; Public Housing; Project Based Vouchers; and Mod
Rehab.
20

2018-2020 MORPC Development Locations
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3.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The following five goals and related objectives have been established for the East-West HCT Corridor Study.
These will be utilized for the development of evaluation criteria used in comparing the alternatives for the
corridor (Table 7).
Table 7. Goals and Objectives

Need

Goal

Objective
·

Provide high capacity transit that
carries more people with greater
reliability, more frequent service, and
fewer stops, resulting in shorter travel
times.

Ø High capacity transit that
efficiently meets the
demand
Ø More reliable service and
shorter travel times

Develop an implementable transit
system plan that connects and
integrates existing transit and high
capacity transit corridors.

Ø Easy connections to
planned HCT corridors
Ø Community support
Ø Implementable through
existing FTA programs

Provide increased transit options for
Central Ohio residents who do not use
auto transportation and encourage
increased use of transit to further
regional sustainability needs.

Ø Provide a greater
proportion of Central Ohio
residents with access to jobs
and services through transit
Ø Expand residents’ ability to
get where they need to go
without a car.
Ø Minimize adverse
environmental impacts.
Ø Provide improved access to
employment and core
services for minorities,
persons living in poverty,
and persons without access
to an automobile

·
·

Ø Focus transit service on
existing community nodes
Ø Support planned infill and
redevelopment along the
corridor
Ø Retain affordable housing
and community character

·
·

Improve traditionally underserved
communities’ access to employment
opportunities and core services to
address disparities in quality of life
across the different corridor
communities.
In order to sustainably accommodate
expected growth, transit in the
corridor needs to spur focused and
compact infill and redevelopment
along the corridor for sustainable
growth.

·
·
·
·
·
·

·

·
·
·

·

·
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Provide frequency and capacity to
accommodate demand
Implement a service that attracts more
riders
Increase frequency
Increase on-time performance (i.e.
reliability)
Decrease transit travel times
Provide connections to other existing
and planned HCT corridors
Preliminary CIG Project Justification
Ratings
Connect residents with jobs.
Reinforce existing origin and
destination pairs
Provide connections to the existing and
planned pedestrian and bicycle
infrastructure in the corridor

Provide access and better transit
service to minorities
Provide access and better transit
service to persons living in poverty
Provide access and better transit
service to persons without access to an
automobile
Serve existing communities
Serve stops that are most conducive to
TOD and align with TOD planning
Provide transit infrastructure to attract
investment that brings more
employment opportunities and core
services to traditionally underserved
communities in keeping with
community character.
Meaningfully involve community
members in the planning process
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4.

EVALUATION CRITERIA

In order to evaluate the different transit modes and alignment options and identify the appropriate modealignment pairings that will define the detailed alternatives, the East West HCT Corridor Study will follow a
two-step method.
u

The first step (“Initial Screening”) will entail the assessment of each mode and alignment
relative to overall implementation viability.

u

The second step (“Detailed Evaluation”) will assess the mode/alignment pairing that passed
the Initial Screening and select an LPA that fares best against the detailed criteria.

The evaluation criteria associated with each step are a combination of quantitative and qualitative
performance measures. Note that each successive step builds upon the criteria from the previous step,
ensuring a consistent rating throughout. The Initial Screening phase will apply fewer and broader measures,
including information from previous corridor studies. The Detailed Evaluation phase will apply more and finer
performance measures and result in the selection of an LPA. This two-step process will result in the
identification of an LPA that not only meets locally-identified project purpose and needs but is also competitive
for federal funding. Table 8 on the following page presents the Initial Screening and Detailed Evaluation
criteria that are likely to be used during alternatives evaluation.
Table 8. Evaluation Criteria by Phase

Goals
High capacity transit that efficiently
meets the demand

Initial Screening
(qualitative analysis)
Ridership capacity

Detailed Evaluation
(qualitative and quantitative)
Ridership

Existing ridership
Cost per mile per station

Number of passengers per revenuehour

Operating cost per hour

Estimated revenue hours

Availability of right-of-way

Ability to provide appropriate transit
capacity
Capital Cost
Annual O&M Cost

More reliable service and shorter travel
times

Travel time
Reliability/consistency of travel time

Easy connections between different
high capacity transit corridors

Connections to existing and
planned HCT corridors

Connections to existing and planned
HCT corridors

Community support

Community support

Community and stakeholder support

Implementable through existing FTA
programs

Land Use
Environmental Benefits
Cost Effectiveness
Mobility Improvements
Congestion Relief
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Goals
Provide a greater proportion of Central
Ohio residents with access to jobs and
services

Initial Screening
(qualitative analysis)
Corridor employment served

Detailed Evaluation
(qualitative and quantitative)
Connect residents with jobs

Corridor non employment trip
generators served

Reinforce existing origin and
destination pairs

Population density

Connections to the existing and
planned pedestrian and bicycle
infrastructure in the corridor

Expand residents’ ability to get where
they need to go without a car to
advance sustainability efforts

Number of passengers diverted as a
result of mode shift
Reduction in VMT
Reduction in greenhouse gas emission
Reduction in energy consumption

Minimize adverse environmental
impacts

Provide improved access to
employment and core services for
minorities, persons living in poverty,
and persons without access to an
automobile

Number of sensitive environmental
resources (e.g., parklands, known
wetlands and historic properties)
potentially directly affected
Corridor percent population
served that is minority

Station area percent population
served that is minority

Corridor percent population
served living in poverty

Station area percent population
served living in poverty

Corridor percent population
served without access to an
automobile

Station area percent population
served without access to an
automobile

Corridor legally binding
affordable housing units
served

Station area legally binding affordable
housing units served

Focused transit service on existing
community nodes

Residential units and commercial sq.
ft served

Support compact infill and
redevelopment along the corridor

Walkability of station areas
On-street parking impacts
Vacant and underutilized parcels

Retain affordable housing and
community character

Legally binding affordable
housing units served

Plans and policies to maintain or grow
affordable housing
Legally binding affordable housing
units served
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